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Chapter 1 : Mayan Pyramid Paper Model Craft Kit Â· Paperlandmarks Â· Online Store Powered by Storenv
The Mayan Temple Of Kukulkan Paper Model - by Gustavo Salazar This is the paper model of the Mayan Temple Of
Kukulkan, situated in YucatÃ¡n, Mexico. Created by designer by Gustavo Salazar, to view and print this model you will
need Pepakura Viewer Free Version (link at the end of this post).

A lot of it comes from other countries over seas. The big question is how does all that stuff get over the sea.
The answer is a container ship! There is a very large ship that can carry many metal boxes filled with stuff.
The container ship sails from country to country, picking up and dropping off stuff. In todays project we are
going to make a container ship from paper. Step 1 First, cut out all the parts along the solid lines. Then stick
the two background templates together on the marked area with enough glue. Step 2 Now fold the background
along the dotted line so that the colourful sides are facing outwards at first. Cut along the solid line on the
picture and then fold the card out the other way, so that the white sides are facing outwards. Ask your parents
for help if it is too tricky. Then fold the two sides with the cuts towards the front. Fold them along the dotted
lines and stick them behind the card like on the picture so that they overlap a little. When it is dry, fold the
pop-up card back into a right angle. Step 5 Now stick the cut-out Mayan temple on the protruding strip of
paper with Pritt glue stick: That gives you a great 3D effect! Now you can hide whatever you want to be
discovered in your Mayan temple, treasure for example, in the empty space behind. Step 6 To give it a few
extra colourful accents, apply a generous amount of green glue on the ground of your rainforest jungle as you
wish and let it dry well. Step 7 To make the volcano, first fold the ground inwards and fold the small tabs
upwards. Apply a generous amount of craft glue on all the tabs. Step 8 Now roll the volcano together to make
a cone and stick it together using the tabs. When it is rolled up you can press the tabs from the inside to make
sure they are sticking properly. Step 9 To bring your volcano to life, stuff the cotton wool ball in the top as
smoke billowing out from the volcano. You can pull the cotton wool ball apart a little. Step 10 To make the
bushes, fold the templates down the middle and fold the coloured tabs inwards. The bushes are now triangular.
Stick the two bottom tabs together using your Pritt glue stick so that they can stand up. Then you can place the
bushes wherever you like in your jungle landscape. If you want to fold the card together, take the bushes out
first. Then simply fold the pop-up card together if you want to put it away or take it somewhere. As soon as
you open it, your Mayan temple and the rainforest canopy pop out straight away and you can carry on playing.
Have fun with your jungle adventure in the Mayan temples! Take a look at our other jungle craft sets â€” you
can use the fun finger puppets from the jungle theatre in your pop-up card too. Maybe you want to show your
friends how to make a Mayan temple, too?
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Chapter 2 : Mayan Temple Paper Model Template Â» Designtube - Creative Design Content
Mayan Temples. The Mayan Civilization was a pre-Columbian people in Mesoamerica, and is most noted today for
having incredible art and architecture as well as the only fully-developed written language in the time period.

Using spare cardboard, make a pyramid-shaped gift box for your unusually-shaped item. Or, transform your
spare empty cereal boxes into fancy custom-made gift boxes. For a more textured Become the Pentagram
Clown for Halloween Pentagram has to be one of the most nightmarish creations on American Horror Story
even though she has some pretty tough competition to fend off. Can you think of anything much worse than a
pair of hands wriggling their way out of your temples? Well, a pair of hands wriggli In modular origami, you
combine multiple units folded from single pieces of paper into more complicated forms. The Sonobe unit is a
simple example un Make a buckyball from folded paper with origami To create an origami buckyball, you
must start with a piece of paper cut into a triangle with each side about two inches long. Fold the corner of
each side into the middle of the opposite side and then unfold to create creases that will be your guide. Next,
fold a side up to t Start a fire in a fireplace Longing for the coziness of a fire? Follow these tips for a safe and
successful experience. Never use charcoal lighter, kerosene, or gasoline to start a fire in a fireplace. Check in
every Wednesday evening for a roundup of user-run activities and how-to projects from the most Make an
origami truncated tetrahedron Learn how to make an origami truncated tetrahedron. Get a paper circle and
tape. Fold the circle in half twice. Fold one side down the the middle of circle; fold other sides as well so it
forms a perfect triangle. Then fold one point of the triangle and repeat other two sides
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Chapter 3 : How to Build a Mayan Pyramid Project for School | Sciencing
How to make a Mayan Temple - homework help from Family Makes! I know, it can seem frustrating and kind of odd that
teachers insist on sending this type of project home - make a model of 'insert historic monument or artefact here'!

This incredible group of people had a calendar, method of writing and built large cities with the most modern
infrastructure of the time. The Mayans are well-known for their towering pyramids and temples, and you can
easily create a model of a Mayan pyramid as a project for school when your class is studying this time period.
Look at pictures of Mayan pyramids to decide which structure you want to showcase. Chichen Itza is a famous
Mayan pyramid, and it is a more simple design than some of the other structures. Cut a piece of plywood to fit
your model, making sure that it is small enough to fit through standard doorways without tilting it. Children
should ask an adult to cut the board for them. Sand the edges to prevent any splinters, and paint the surface to
make it look like the ground. Sciencing Video Vault Use sugar cubes to build the pyramid. Make a large
square by gluing the cubes to the board, and then fill it it with three or four rows of sugar cubes behind the
outer perimeter of the square. Begin to build layers, moving each subsequent square outline in by the width of
half of a sugar cube to slowly create the pyramid shape. Repeat the layers until your pyramid is complete. Add
additional cubes to build details and other features on the structure. Attach toothpicks with glue to highlight
stairways or other linear details. Allow the entire structure to dry, and then you can add color by lightly
painting the cubes with paint. Do not saturate the cubes with paint, or they can melt. Tip You can add realistic
detail to the base of your project by using paint that has a special sand effect. If you do not have the faux
finishing paint, you can just mix a small amount of sand into regular paint, and apply it as evenly as possible.
Add fake foliage or small models of people to give your model more details. Be careful when transporting
your project since it will be heavy and fragile. If you can, have an adult help you carry it to school in the bed
of a pickup or the cargo space of an SUV.
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Chapter 4 : PAPERMAU: 3D Pop Up Greek Temple And Church Paper Models - by Studio Sakyo
Mixed image of Mayan lords and a captive for sacrifice derived from traditional temple and pottery images from the
Yucatan. Zip file contains AI,EPS and dpi JPG version of the image.

Mayan temples were carefully constructed from native limestone, layer upon layer and block by hand-cut
block. To re-create these amazing feats of design, you just need some time and easy-to-find craft supplies.
Simply follow these directions to create a model pyramid. Start by cutting a cm inch square to serve as the
bottom level of your temple. Cut the next square 5 cm 2 inches shorter 55 by 55 cm. Cut subsequent layers in
the same manner, 50 by 50, 45 by 45, 40 by 40 and so on, until you have eight to 10 levels. Once all your
pyramid levels are cut, assemble the pyramid from the bottom up, stacking the layers from largest on the
bottom to smallest on top, leaving an even inch border on the layers as they rise. Center the top layer on the
pyramid, inserting the dowel into the bottom so the entire pyramid stays together. Rip the newspaper into
strips to mache to the foam pyramid. You may need lots of newspaper to cover the entire pyramid, so plan
ahead, and cut enough strips to cover the entire construction. You do not want to run out of paper while
applying the mache. Mix the papier mache paste as instructed on the mix. Dip the strips quickly into the paste
and then layer onto the pyramid, starting from the bottom up. Make certain to cover the entire exterior; there
should be no foam showing once you are done. While the pyramid dries, cut your cardboard box open, leaving
at least a 75 by 75 cm 2. Use the sides to cut four strips, 15 cm 6 inches each, and approximately 60 cm 24
inches long. You will use these strips to create stair ramps for your pyramid. After the pyramid has dried, cut
the by cm 6-byinch sections into Using craft glue, adhere the strips to the middle of each side, starting at the
bottom and working your way up. The ramps should rise similarly up the side of your pyramid as the original
limestone Mayan temple in your reference photo. You can cover these ramps with papier mache if you choose.
Using your craft paint and play sand, create a thick mixture and paint the entire structure and ramp. You can
give a more textured look to the pyramid by mixing multiple colours of paint and sand and layering the finish.
You can also use a dry brush to lightly tap different colours over the dried sand paint to give the temple a
weathered look. Tip Other texture and weathering effects that will give your temple an authentic look include
painting the temple steps a shade or two darker so they have depth.
Chapter 5 : Mayan Crafts- Kids | Mayan Unit | Pinterest | Maya, Aztec and Crafts for kids
Designing a model of the largest temple at Palenque is an excellent place to start when learning Mayan temples. Using
popsicle sticks, glue and other simple craft products can make history come alive with.

Chapter 6 : How to construct a Mayan temple using arts & crafts for kids |
Best stock graphics, design templates, vectors, PhotoShop templates, textures & 3D models from creative professional
designers. Create Mayan Temple Paper Template style with PhotoShop, Illustrator, InDesign, 3DS Max, Maya or
Cinema 4D.

Chapter 7 : 3 Ways to Build a Pyramid for School - wikiHow
Mayan Temple Paper Model Template Best stock graphics, design templates, vectors, PhotoShop templates & textures
from creative professional designers. Create Mayan Temple Paper Model Template style with PhotoShop, Illustrator,
InDesign, 3DS Max, Maya or Cinema 4D.

Chapter 8 : How to Make a Model of a Mayan Temple | Education
The Mayans are well-known for their towering pyramids and temples, and you can easily create a model of a Mayan
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pyramid as a project for school when your class is studying this time period. Look at pictures of Mayan pyramids to
decide which structure you want to showcase.

Chapter 9 : Mayan Temple Paper Model Template Â» calendrierdelascience.com - Stock Photos & Graphic
In this Arts & Crafts video tutorial, Ana Maria, Origami artist, will show you how to fold an origami paper pyramid. For this
you will need a square piece of paper; preferably colored. Fold the paper in half, open it up and fold in half in the other
direction.
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